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WATERMARKING OF DIGITAL OBJECT

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

The present^ „ relMed (o teclmjtiues ntam^g
and more specifically, t0 wa,ennarking^^ such ^^^^
authenticating copyright ownership

BACKGROUND

Because ofthe rapid increase ofeiectronic commerce in the recent years
secured data faction is becoming raore^ more ^

'

e-ectronic da. ,o be appropriated by Mfci[d panies> ^
have been used to Uansmi, digita,^^ ^^

Various ku,ds ofdata, mciuding^u^
utformaUon, financial faction, persona, data, and the iike can be transmitted via
cryptography to protect the data.

'

^"^na ofprotective right to original art or hterary works, in the pas,

copies ofthe origin*, (e.g., copied, works. Copies ofphysica, artistic material
such as copied paintmgs, photographs, _ ^ ^
usuaily perceptib.y inferior to the original. The degradation of f,de,ity i„ me
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copying process, e.g., b pnotocopying „ .

^^ ^
unauthorized copying ofsuc„„ ^^^ ^
propnetary worts a. stored and ^ Such^^
on^^ wori:,or proprie^ wori, bteoncelhedigitaldataare
fda* suspected „ be^ „f^ ^^ fMmd_

^ (

dig* data ofa piece of art work, fa usualiy impossibIe

Recently, digital watermarking has been devised as a security^echnigue to
*. idenufica.ionoftheso.sc.e ofdigita,m^, for me purpose rf for

exampie, copyright enforcement. The watermark is an identification code tha, is
mbedded in the origin., digitai da. and is preferab.y unperceptibie to the human
observer„fmear&ticwori,0„eeXamp,e 0faschemeforwatema^ginvoIves
nsemng an identification string into a digitai audio signa. to substitute the

— bating ,„wa»g vide0^
**. when modtfied, reouires a p.uraiity of Btrmer parameters to be modified in order

ode. Morerecendy.awatennarkmgschemem
wh,h a two-dtmensiona, spread spectrum signa. is added to an image has been
Prosed. To verify the watermark in a given image, the origma, image is subtracted

20
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from .he given image and me colrela[ion Qf^ ^^
signal is computed.

Although much advance has been made in watermarking digital data
genera,.,, prior technic^ ofwateimarkjllg^^ ^^

^ Often, the original image is necessary ,„ verify the presence ofme watermark
M-ipulative operations such as cropping t0 cu, o, a portion ofthe work and scaiingo obtain a work ofiarger or smaUer size pose a considerable probtem on the
verificationprocess. Many times me watermarking scheme is invenible, i e an
attacker (or temperer). based on a fat watermarked image bu, without knowledge of
what the firs, watermark is, wou.d be ab.e to compute a second image and a second
watermark such mat inserting the second watermark into the second image would
resu,, in the to, watermarked image. Such invertible watermarking schemes can
makemeverificauonofaumenticcopiesofacopyrigh^^^^,,^
ma, even iead to ownership disputes on valuable digitt, da* since an unscrupulous
person might appropriate anomer's watermarked material, sublet from i, his own
watermark and claim me resulting product t0 te ms own ^ ^^
watermarking technics, changes in c„„<ras, or brightness may foo. the verification
algorithms, making mem ,ess reliable. Furthermore, many ofme watermark schemes

^"
0t°!^«^

Tlrismea.ti.aUf
the same watermark is used ,opro.e^i^o

Ŝe in the secrecy of
the watermark wil, compromise the protection for a,l ofme works. What is needed a
watermarking techniuue tna, can these deficiencies. present invention provides a
watermarking techniuue ma, is resistant to cropping, invertible, resistant to brightness

3
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or contrast chafes, and win not compromise other related watermarked works ifthe
mechanism ofwatermarking in one watermarked work is disclosed.

SUMMARY
The present invention provides a technique for identifying digital object using

a digital watermark. This technique can be easily implemented using computers.
The technique includes encrypting data derived from a set ofsource data on the
digital object, deriving from the encrypted data a watermark, and incorporating the
watermark into the source data. Preferably, the source da* ofthe digital object are
processed through a hash function ,„ obtain a message digest (M) on the digital object
and the message digest (M) is encrypted with a signature encryption key to obtain an
encrypted message digest (S). Further, the encryption of the message digest (M) is

preferably done with a public key-private key encryption system. Because the

preferred mode is to process the source data through a one-way hash fraction to

obtain a message digest, for clarity and convenience, the se, ofdata for encryption
derived from the se. ofsource da* is termed a "message" or "message digest" herein
although they do no, necessarily have to have been through a one-way hash function
The se, ofenoypted dam is called "encrypted message digest" herein for the same
reason.

Thepresen, watermarking teclirnqj^rsatile and can be advantageously
employed to watermark a variety of digita. objeas, including audio, video, image
multimedia data, ard the like. Further, the present technique offers high security

because it is no, easily foiied by ackers. For example, by a using
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conjunct withencyption in which a private key is kept confidential, fc prcsent
technique offers the advantage of being not.invertibility, unlike raany prior
watermarking techniques. Prefer., i, is very difficult for an attacker to

backcomputeth. origin, watermark by Ote disciosure oftamedia,e taction To
further mcrease security, in an embodiment of the present inVcnUon a pub ,jc^
encryption system is empioyed. As a result, a suspect object <i.e., an object suspect
«o be cop.ed from an original, e.g., copyrighted, object) can be checked with the
public key of the original objeefs owner to determine whether the watermark is

presentwimoutcompromisingUteomerwatermarkedobjec^.
In the embodiment in

'

which an encryption technique involving a public key is used, ownership ofan object
can be established to a neutral party, such as a court ofiaw, using only th. Pu„,ic key
ofmeobjecfsowner.wiU.ou.requiringmeownerto

reveal his private key. Also the
watermark is no, removed by lossy compression (in which less perceptuaily

important information is severed to reduce the size of the data Hie) orcroppin- (in
whtch a portion of the object is cut). In the embodiment in which the watermlking
vector is orthogonal ,„ the vector ofthe pixels into which the watermark is to be
nserted, changes in me brightness or contrast will no. foo,me^feufi^

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

The following figures are inciuded to better illustrate the embodiments ofthe
•echnique of the present invention. ,„ these figurcs, like B^ ^
features in the several views.
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Figure , „ a block^ showjngm embodimen(^^
technique ofthe present invention.

Fisure 2 is a b,„ck diagram showi„8 in^^ ^
watermarking technique ofFig. 1

Figure 3 shows a flow diagram of^ ^
be^g obtained from a digita. object according to the present i„venti„n

F'^ 4 *'>™>>o-"USpect objec«iS evaIuated,odeten™e WbeU,eri, is
denved from a——d objec,, according t0 an embodiment tedmiq(K rf^
present invention.

Figure 5 shows a picture printed from a digital image.

Figure 6 shows a picture printed from a digita, image having .
incorporated into the digital image ofFig. 5.

Fig. 7 shows a correlation spread ofFig. 6.

Fig.
8 shows a cropped and JPEG- compressed watermarked image ofFig 5

lowing the distance to distortion by compression and cropping.

Fig. 9 shows a correction spread ofFig. 8, showing the sensing ofme
evainauonformepresenceofwa.rmar^meobjectevenwhenu.eobjecthasc^

cropped and compressed.

Fig. 10 shows a truncated watermarked image ofFie <; «hn • u

20 to distortion by truncation.

Fig.
11

shows a correction spread ofFig. 10, showing me sensitivity ofthe— —^^^^^^

15
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in

is

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

The present invention provides a technique for inserting a digital watermark i

to a digital object and for evaluating a digital object for the watermark. An
encryption technique is used in the derivation of the watermark and the watermark

incorporated into the digital object in such a way to render it extremely hard for an

attacker (i.e., one who tampers with the watermarked data to remove or change the

watermark) to derive the original digital object from the watermarked digital object.

The digital watermark is resistant to cropping, sealing, inadvertent distortions, as well

as the intentional removal or corruption of the watermark by an attacker.

A digital object that can be watermarked with the technique ofthe present

invention is referred to as a "physical object" in that it can be an digital visual image;

digital audio program, e.g., music; digital tactile data, e.g., data which can be

transformed into tactile information that can be sensed by touch; multimedia data; or

simply digital data strings that can be divided into discrete segments arrangeable into

rows and columns of "pixels." One obvious example ofsuch pixels would be, for an

image, the pixels of digital information obtained by scanning a color photograph into

digital information representing rows and columns ofcolor dots (commonly known in

visual display technology as "pixels"). Thus, a digitized photograph may contain

hundreds ofrows and columns of pixels. However, in this disclosure, "pixels" can be

the discrete segments of digital data for other types of digital information, e.g., those

mentioned in the above. In the case of sound recording, for example, a sound signal
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may be sampled byanA/D convener, which wou,d output sampics having values
epresentative of the characteristics of^^ ^^.^^
da. streams« we., h ^ ^ ^^
d,g,ta, objects „ applicable. As anouter example) .^^^ a
inning a computer graphics software ^ ,„^^^
Sunuarly, music can be convened from sound waves to digital data by using A/D
conveners. These digital objects, as weU as other types of digital objects, are
applicable in the present invention.

An embodiment of the watermarking techuiaue 0fme presen, inventio„ is
depicted in Fig. 1. A digita, object, ,(iJ), having _ rows^ „^ ^
process through a hash function .00 (e.g, a one-way hash function such as the

'

MD5 function) to result in a message digest M. The function of th. hash function is
to Wee the input data I(ij) and convert them into a fixed-size string (hash) and
preferably a much shoner s«nB for a ,arge object, much as a fingerprint, ofthe input
data I (ij). Preferably, the hash is generated in such a way tha, it „ vcry difficult to
generate the original input data from the hash, i.e., the message digestM This
difficulty ofback emulation is beneficial because ifan aaacker wcre ,„^
me input data from the hash, he might be ab,e to remove or change the watermark
Many bash functions are known in the an and can be app.ied in the present ,ech„igue
One applicable one-way hash amotion (or message digest a,gorithm) Icnown „ the an'

-X MD5 method. Other examples ofappUcable one-way hash functions i„c,„de
*. SNEFRU function, SHA function, and HAVAL function. (See Schneier B

8
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Applied Cryptography, John Wiley and Sons, 1993, pp. 333-346 for a discussion on

one-way hash functions.) A person skilled in the art will know how to apply such

hash functions to a digital object In general, in selecting a hash function H(F) that

operates on an arbitrary-length message F to obtain a fixed-length hash value, h,

h = H(M),

the following characteristics are desired: Given M, it is easy to compute h; given h, it

is hard to compute M; and given M, it is hard to find another message M' with the

property H(M) = H(M'). Preferably, the hash function is selected such that it is

resistant to brute force attacks, as well as Birthday attacks, which are based on the

occurrence oftwo random messages that return the same value through the same hash

function.

The message digestM is then encrypted with a signature. The encryption

algorithm can either be a public key-private key system (asymmetric data encryption

algorithm) or a private key system (symmetric data encryption algorithm). Such an

encryption imparts a unique feature in the message digestM that will distinguish

these encrypted data from other data, thus acting much like a physical signature on a

physical document. If a private key alone is used for encryption, this private key

preserves the secrecy ofthe original message and encrypted message digest is

invertible, i.e., an attacker cannot back calculate the message digestM or the original

object from the encrypted message digest. However, if it is necessary to prove

ownership; e.g., to a third party such as a court of law, to verify the owner's
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S™eowncrwouldhavetorevra
, hisprivate jthth

A more preferable way would be to use a n„M- uj um oe to use a pubhc key-private key encrvotion
system (referred to as the "nnhl.v u

encryption
asthe

P^hckeysystem-hereinafterunlessspecifiedotherwise)
In encryption using the public kev *v*«« aP key system, the user possess a matched pair ofkeys- apnvate key and a Dublir lfPV tu

"mcys.a
pubhc key. ,,,„ pr,vaM fcey j,^ secM^

^e. When it is^ t0 prove „,

^^ge„fustagpubHckeyenciyptionto(histavention

10
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private key is used to produce the watermark from the original object, it will be

impossible, or extremely difficult, for an attacker to remove the watermark from the

watermarked object to create a false original without the private key, even ifhe had

access to the public key.

In either the private key system case or the public key system case, the private

key of the encryption algorithm is necessary to back-calculate from the encrypted M

to obtain the original M. Many encryption algorithms are known in the art and can

be used for this purpose. A good example is RSA algorithm. Other applicable public

key encryption algorithms include ELGAMAL algorithm and DSS (digital signature

standard) algorithm. Many other encryption algorithms are also known in the art, e.g.,

POHLIG-HELLMAN algorithm, RABIN algorithm, and DES (data encryption

standard) algorithm, see Schneier, B., Applied Cryptography, supra. A person

skilled in the art will know how to apply such encryption algorithms to a digital

object.

It is noted that the encryption step, either using a public key system or a

private key system, can be used to encrypt the digital object directly without

processing through a hash function, as long as the private key is kept secret.

However, if the digital image is large, extremely long computational time will be

needed. The hash function reduces the size of the data that requires encryption to

produce the watermark.

After the encrypted message digest S is formed, it is processed (block 106) to

derive the watermarked object F(ij)- In an embodiment, shown in Fig. 2, to derive

the watermarked object I'(ij), the encrypted message digest S is modulated, e.g., to

11
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modify the amplitude of the signal, to spread over a perceptually significant region of

the spectrum (block 108). By this process (block 108), a key vector V, representing a

physical domain signal, is obtained. Spreading the message digest S over a large part

of the spectrum has the advantage of rendering the watermark substantially

imperceptible to the human sense organ for which the object is designed. Further, the

watermark will be preserved if the data is manipulated by processes such as

compression or cropping. For example, spreading the message digest S over a

substantial part of the spectrum would not overly distort a certain small range of

colors in a visual image or distort a certain small range of audio frequency. Since a

useful watermark preferably is preserved when undergoing lossy compression or

cropping, the watermark is placed in the portion of the spectrum in the perceptually

significant portion of the spectral frequencies. If such a watermarked object is

cropped to remove the watermark (e.g., by an attacker), the object would be distorted

sufficiently that its quality would be substantially inferior to the original object or the

watermarked object. A person skilled in the art will know what portion of the

spectrum to modulate for a particular object without undue experimentation.

From the key vector V, a watermark vectorW applicable for inserting into a

selected portion of the original object I(ij) is obtained (block 1 10). As will be

described later, the watermark vectorW is dependent on the particular portion of the

original object I(ij) selected for the insertion of the watermark. After incorporating

the watermark into the original object I(ij) by combining the watermark vector V

with the selected portion of the original object I(ij), the watermarked object P(ij) is

obtained (block 1 12).

12
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To better illustrate the preferred embodiment of the invention, an example of

watermarking a visual image is provided below. It is to be understood that other

types of physical objects, for example, those mentioned above, e.g., audio digital

objects, tactile digital object, and the like, can be similarly watermarked by a person

skilled in the art based on the present disclosure.

Example

The process is described in general and illustrated in Fig. 3 as follows

(1) A digital object image I(ij) with m rows and n column of pixels is

obtained. A message digest of the data bits in I(ij) is computed, using a standard

message algorithm such as the MD5 function, to obtain the message digest M.

(2) The message digest is signed to create the owner's signature, with

encryption methods such as the RSA method or Elliptic Curve, thus obtaining the

encrypted message digest S.

(3) Let S be the bits of the signature for constructing a watermark. For

example, S may have 512 bits. A vector U ofn entries is constructed, where n

corresponds to the number ofcolumns of pixels. Alternately, the vector can have m

entries corresponding to the number of rows, m. If that is the case, the following

steps referring to rows will be applied to columns instead, and vice versa. In

constructing U in this example, the second bit to the 65th bits are assigned a

modulation value depending on whether the corresponding bits (e.g., the first 64) of

the encrypted message digest S are 0 or 1. The rest of the bits in encrypted message

digest S arfe assigned values of 0. The first bit of S is assigned a value of0 to

13
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correspond to the DC component of the pixels. For example, in the second to the

65th bits of U, a bit is assigned a value of-L for a corresponding bit of 0 in S; the bit

in U is assigned a 1 for a corresponding bit of 1 in S. It is to be understood that the

modulation can have other optional values, as long as they are consistent and the

resulting watermark would not overly distort the object. For example, a bit in U,

instead ofhaving a value of -1, may be assigned a value of 2; and a bit of 1 in U, may

be assigned a value of - 1 . Furthermore, the first bits ofU may have more bits or less

bits than 64. However, a longer U would require more computer power to implement

the watermark:, and a smaller U is more prompt to be broken by an attacker. The first

bits ofU correspond to the lower frequencies, which are the more conceptually

significant frequencies of the visual image object. This is also true for audio digital

works. However, it is conceivable that in other works where the perceptually

significant bits are in the higher frequencies, the higher frequency bits ofU will be

modulated. Furthermore, the first bits ofU need not be based on the first bits of S,

but optionally can be based on some other bits as long as they are consistent. For

example, the first bits ofU can be based on the last bits, the middle bits, or alternate

bits, or the like of S. The first bit in S (corresponding to the DC component) having a

value of 0 makes the watermark resistant to changes in brightness or contrast.

(4) A reverse Fourier transform ofU is performed to obtain a key vector V. It

is to be understood that other types of transforms, e.g., reverse Discrete Cosine

Transform (DCT), can be used to transform U from the frequency domain to a

physical domain, e.g. time domain (for example, for audio and other time variant

signals) or' spatial domain (for, example, for images, video, or other spatially varying

14
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signals). A person skilled in the art will know how to select and apply such

transforms to obtain the key vector V based.on the present disclosure to derive a

watermark.

(5) A portion of the original object I(ij) is selected, e.g., b contiguous rows,

and this portion is averaged to construct a reference vector A relating to the image

pixels for orthogonalization calculation. In this example, the reference vector A is an

average vector calculated by averaging data. Depending on the object, one may want

to select the whole object, or a portion thereof that has conceptually important details.

For example, b can be 16 in the middle section of the image, indicating that 16 rows

in the middle section is to be averaged to form A. Then, to reduce the risk that the

key vector V would have a dependency on the vector A, i.e., would depend on the

columnic position of the elements in the b rows of the object, preferably the key

vector V is orthogonalized with respect to the reference vector A, thereby obtain a

watermark vector W. The orthogonalization can be represented by the equation:

W = V-( 9-A ) A Eq. 1

where V =
V

and A =
JA* A

15
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A is the unit vector along A. The watermark vectorW represents the frequency and

magnitude data of the digital watermark that is to be incorporated into the original

object I(ij).

(6) The watermark vectorW is incorporated into the original object I(ij),

preferably, by inserting into the portion of the I(ij) from which the reference vector

A has been deriveoS.A common method of inserting the watermark vectorW is by

adding a small scaled version ofW back to each ofthe b rows selected for the

reference vector A earlier. This method of obtaining the watermarked elements

F(ij) in the object can be represented by the following equation:

I'(ij)= I(iJ) + a(U)W(iJ) Eq.2

In Eq. 2 a is a proportional constant, which may vary depending on the positions of i

or j if preferred.

In a preferred embodiment,

I(ij)= c cos ( 2ra / b) Eq.3.

Typically, c is chosen such that the watermark signal is roughly - 40dB PSNR (peak

signal to noise ratio). Other methods of inserting watermarks can also be used. For

example, multiple scaling factors a that depend on other factors can be used.

Additional"watermarks can be added to other locations of the digital object as desired,

16
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by repeating the orthogonalization and the watermarking steps using the same key

vector V. Alternative methods of incorporating watermark using watermark factors

are apparent to one skilled in the art based on the present disclosure (see, e.g., Cox, et

al. supra, which is incorporated by reference herein). In the example shown in Fig. 3,

the b rows of the original digital object are replaced with the b rows ofwatermarked

pixels. Thus the watermarked object I'(ij) (which has the same number ofrows m
and the same number of columns, n, as the original object) includes b rows of

watermarked elements, whereas the remaining (m-b) rows ofelements remain

unchanged from the same rows in the original digital object. The resulting watermark

is a one-dimensional watermark in that it involves all the columns in the variation of i

or j in Eqs. 2 to 3, or other similar equations. This one-dimensional watermark is

mathematically simpler than a two dimensional watermark in which theW varies as a

function of the rows as well as the columns. However, if desired, a two-dimensional

watermark can be created such that a watermark matrixWm having elements that are

derived from the process ofone-way hash function and encryption. For example, Wm

can be derived from V by incorporating V with various proportional constants into

the elements at various columns and rows in W
ra . This foregoing description is just

one example, a skilled person will know how to derive a two-dimensional watermark

from the present disclosure.

Given a suspect image I"(ij) suspected ofbeing derived (e.g., copied) from

the watermarked object I'(ij), the suspect image can be evaluated by the following

method, which is illustrated in Fig. 4. This method requires the watermark vector V
and the average row vector A. In this method, each block ofb contiguous rows in
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the suspect image for the watermark is successively evaluated. For example, the first

b contiguous rows can be evaluated, then the b contiguous rows starting from the

second row to the (l+b)th row, then the third row to the (2+b)th row, and so on.

(A) In each block to be evaluated, the b rows are averaged to obtain a

reference vector A".

(B) The vector A" is orthogonalized with respect to A to obtain a suspect

watermark vector X. The mathematics oforthogonalizing A" is similar to that of

orthogonalizing the key vector V in Eq. 1.

(C) The relative closeness ofX to W is computed, e.g., by calculating the

correlation between the W and X. The equation for calculating the correlation

between X andW a is as follows:

Correlation - W* X

(D) Step (C) is repeated to compute the relative closeness ofX to W for all the

blocks of contiguous b rows. The maximum of the relative closeness over all the

blocks ofb rows is then taken. If this relative closeness is above a predetermined

threshold value, then the suspect image is deemed to contain the watermark.
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(E) If the suspect image I"(ij) is cropped or scaled, a horizontal search by

searching at various match locations along the reference vector A" can be performed

to get the best relative closeness, i.e., to arrive at the maximum correlation of the

watermark to the suspect object. Further, a search can be conducted for reflections of

the digital object about the axes.

(F) Synthesize a number of random candidate watermark vectors (e.g., one

hundred watermarks) with the same spectral properties as V. Compute the

correlation of each of these candidate vectors with the suspect digital object I"(ij), at

the location, scale, and crop factors at which the correlation ofW was maximized.

(G) Compare the correlation obtained from the original watermark against the

correlation obtained for the random vectors. If the former and the latter are far apart,

then it is likely that the suspect object I
rt
(ij) contains the watermark key vector V. In

other words, it is likely that suspect object I"(ij) has the watermark of the original

object I(ij), and therefore is likely to have been derived from it

The above deals with detecting whether a suspect object is derived from an

original object In the case that the ownership of a digital object J(ij), e.g., a digital

image, is in dispute, the ownership can be established via determining the presence of

a watermark by a neutral third party such as a judge. A person claiming ownership of

the digital object will present to thejudge his original image I(ij) corresponding to J(ij)

and the signature S of the hash of that original digital object, and his public key for

decryption. He would further declare the location in the digital object J(ij) where the

watermark can be found and the scaling and cropping factors ofJ(ij) with respect to his

original object I(ij). The judge can verify using the following process.
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(A) Compute a message digest ofthe bits in I(ij). Decrypt S with the public key

presented by the claimant. The bit strings,for the message digest computed and the

decrypted S should be the same if the claimant is the owner ofJ(ij). Otherwise, reject

the claimant's claim ofownership.

(B) Construct the watermark vector V from the signature S. At the specified

location of the object J(ij) compute the correlation of the watermark vector V after

compensating for cropping and scaling. Use the original object I(ij) to compute the

corresponding reference vector A.

(C) Synthesize random candidate watermarks with the same spectral properties

ofV. Compute the correlation of each of these candidate vectors with the object J(ij)

and compare the correlation obtained withV to the correlation obtained with the random

candidate vectors as in the aforementioned method for dectecting the presence of a

watermark in a suspect digital object. If the two correlation types are far apart, then it

is likely the object J(ij) contains the watermark vector V, i.e., contains the watermark

ofthe object I(ij) provided by the claimant.

In this example a digital image was evaluated. The original image object used in

this illustrative example is shown in the picture ofFig. 5. The original image object has

256 (m rows) x 384 (n columns) ofpixels. The watermarked image is shown in Fig. 6.

The strength ofthe watermark is -45DBPSNR. A comparison ofFig. 5 and Fig. 6 shows

that there is no perceptual difference that is distinguishable to the human eye. What can

be distinguished by the human sense organs, e.g., the eye, has been known in the art or

can be determined without undue experimentation. Fig. 7 shows the correlation spread

obtained by a verification algorithm for the watermarked image ofFig. 6 using the above
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correlation method. In Fig. 7, the abscissa shows the various spurious watermarks with

the same spectral properties as the true watermark embedded in the image. The spurious

watermarks were synthesized by the verification algorithm. The spike
M
sp" in the middle

of the figure corresponds to the correlation when applied to the image with the true

watermark, whereas the rest of the graph shows the correlation when applied to

randomly generated watermarks and the true watermark ofthe same spectral bandwidth.

To evaluate the robustness of the watermark in its resistance to distortion by

cropping and compression, the digital object of Fig. 5 was cropped to 176 X 274 pixels

and JPEG.compressed with substantial loss, achieving a compression ration of 28.6

(JPEG is a standard lossy compression method, see Bhaskaran and Konstantinides,

Imageand Video compression standards, Kluwer Publishers). The cropped, compressed

image was decompressed to result in the image of Fig. 8. Fig. 9 shows the correlation

spread for the image of Fig. 8. A tall spike
M
spc" is clearly seen in the middle of the

spread, indicating the presence ofthe watermark, thus identifying that the picture ofFig.

9 as being derived from the image ofFig. 5. Similarly, making a downscaied version of

the image of Fig. 5 and computing the correlation spread of the downscaied image (not

shown in the figures) indicate that the watermarking was verifiable after downscaling,

thus showing that the watermark is resistant to scaling. Further, Fig. 10 shows the

picture ofthe image ofFig. 5 after truncation with setting to zero the five least significan

bits of each eight-bit pixel in the watermarked image of Fig. 6. Fig. 1 1 shows the

correlation spread obtained by processing through the detection procedure for the image

of Fig. 10. Again, a clear spike "spt" is seen in the correlation spread. Thus, this

evaluation
%

on truncation shows that the watermark is resistant to truncation.
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The technique ofwatermarking a digital object and evaluating a suspect digital

object for the presence of the watermark according to the present invention can be

implemented with digital electronics that are capable of data manipulation and

calculation based on the equations described herein above. Such applicable digital

electronics include microprocessors and computers, e.g., personal computers,

minicomputers, and mainframe computers. Furthermore, the algorithms for the data

manipulation and calculation can be stored in digital storage devices, such as compact

discs, floppy discs, hard discs, magnetic tapes, and the like, which can then be loaded or

read into the microprocessors or computers for implementation ofthe watermarking and

evacuation processes. Such digital storage devices are generally articles ofmanufacture

having a suitable digital storage medium readable by the microprocessors or computers.

It is also contemplated that various computers can be networked so that digital objects

can be transferred between computers to be watermarked and evaluated for watermarks.

It is also to be understood that the various steps in the watermarking process described

above can be done separately by different computers and processors and the results be

combined to achieve the overall function ofwatermarking or evaluation for the presence

of watermark, as well as both.

Although the preferred embodiment of the present invention has been described

and illustrated in detail, it is to be understood that a person skilled in the art can make

modifications within the scope of the invention.
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WHAT IS CLAIMED IS:

1- A method for identifying digital object using digital watermark,

comprising:

(a) encrypting a message derived from source data on the digital

object to obtain an encrypted message digest (S); and

(b) deriving a watermark from the encrypted message digest (S) and

incorporating into the source data.

2
. A method according to claim 1 wherein the message is obtained via

performing a hash function on the source data on the digital object to obtain a message

digest (M) on the digital object, and wherein the message digest (M) is the message

encrypted with the signature encryption key to obtain the encrypted message digest (S).

3 . A method according to claim 1 wherein the watermark is a physical

domain watermark and the method further comprises incorporating the physical domain

watermark to at least a portion of the source data.

4. A method according to claim 3 further comprising transforming a

frequency domain vector (U) derived from the encrypted message digest (S) to physical

domain in deriving the watermark.
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5. A method according to claim 4 further comprising deriving the

frequency domain vector (U) by modulating-at least a portion ofthe encrypted message

digest (S) to obtain at least a portion of the vector (U).

6. A method according to claim 5 wherein a portion ofthe vector (U)

corresponds to low frequencies and another portion of (U) corresponds to high

frequencies, the portion of U corresponding to low frequencies being derived by

modulating at least a portion of the encrypted message digest (S).

7. A method according to claim 6 wherein the portion ofthe vector(U)

corresponding to low frequencies are modulated to have more significant impact on

amplitude of the watermark than the portion of the vector (U) corresponding to high

frequencies.

8. A method according to claim 7 wherein the portion ofthe vector (U)

corresponding to low frequency has negative value in elements corresponding to "0" bits

of the at least a portion of the encrypted message digest (S) and has positive value in

elements corresponding to "l" bits of the at least a portion of the encrypted message

digest (S); and wherein the portion of (U) corresponding to high frequencies have

elements of zero value.

9. A method according to claim 1 wherein the source data consist of

rows and columns ofpixels and the watermark is represented by awatermark vector (W)
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having a dimension corresponding to the number ofrows (m) or the number ofcolumns

(n) of the pixels.

10. A method according to claim 9 wherein a pixel contains data on a

discrete section of an image object.

11. A method according to claim 9 wherein a pixel contains data on a

discrete section of audio object.

12. Amethod according to claim 9 wherein the watermark incorporated

into the source data is orthogonal to the data to which the watermark is added.

13. A method according to claim 9 further comprising deriving from

the source data a source data vector (A) having the same dimension as that of the

watermark vector (W) by selecting at least a portion of the source data and further

comprising deriving the watermark vector (W) based on the encrypted message digest

(S) such that watermark vector (W) is orthogonal to source data vector (A); and further

comprising combining the watermark vector (W) with the data in the selected portion of

the source data from which source data vector (A) is derived to form watermarked data.

14. A method according to claim 9 further comprising comparing the

at least a portion of the source data before incorporation of the watermark to after

incorporation of the watermark.
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15. A method according to claim 14 further comprising finding the

correlation between the watermark vector (W) and a target vector (X) derived from data

suspected of containing the watermark, wherein said target vector (X) is orthogonal to

the source data to which the watermark is incorporated.

16. A method for identifying data using digital watermark, comprising:

(a) performing a one-way function on source data to obtain a

message digest (M);

(b) encrypting the message digest (M) with a signature encryption

key to obtain an encrypted message digest (S);

(c) deriving a frequency domain vector (U) from the encrypted

message digest (S) by modulating a portion ofthe encrypted message digest (S)

corresponding to low frequencies more than a portion corresponding to high

frequencies;

(d) transforming the frequency domain vector (U) into a physical

domain key vector (V);

(e) selecting a portion of the source data and deriving a

watermarking vector(W) from the frequency domain vector (U) orthogonal to the

selected source data; and

(f) combining the selected source data with the watermarking vector

(W) in the physical domain.

17. * A system for identifying data using digital watermark, comprising:
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(a) means for encrypting a message derived from source data with

a signature encryption key to obtainan encrypted message digest (S); and

(b) means for deriving a watermark from the encrypted message

digest (S) and incorporating into the source data.

18. A system according to claim 17 further comprising a means for

performing a hash function on the source data to obtain a message digest (M) and

wherein the means for encrypting encrypts the message digest (M) with the signature

encryption key to obtain the encrypted message digest (S).

19. A system according to claim 17 wherein the water mark is a

physical domain watermark and the means for deriving incorporates the physical domain

watermark to at least a portion of the source data.

20. A system according to claim 19 wherein the means for deriving

derives a frequency domain vector (U) from the encrypted message digest (S) and

transforms the vector (U) to physical domain in deriving the watermark.

21. A system according to claim 20 wherein the means for deriving

derives the frequency domain vector (U) by modulating at least a portion of the

encrypted message digest (S) to obtain at least a portion of the vector (U).
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22. A system according to claim 21 wherein the means for deriving

manages the source data as rows and columns ofpixels and derives a watermark vector

(W) based on the vector (U), the watermark vector (W) having a dimension

corresponding to the number ofrows (m) or the number ofcolumns (n) of the pixels.

23. A system according to claim 22 wherein the means for deriving

derives from the source data a source data vector (A) having the same dimension as that

of the watermark vector (W) by selecting at least a portion of the source data and

wherein the watermark vector (W) is orthogonal to source data vector (A).

24 - A system according to claim 23 further comprising a means for

comparing a set oftarget data with the source data, the means for comparing compares

a target vector (X) derived from the target data to the source data, the target vector (X)

being orthogonal to the source data vector (A).

25. An article of manufacture comprising a program storage medium,

tangibly embodying a program code means readable by a computer to cause the

computer to identifying a digital object using a digital watermark, comprising:

(a) code means for performing a one-way function on source data

on the digital object to obtain a message digest (M) on the source data;

(b) code means for encrypting the message digest (M) with a

signature encryption key to obtain an encrypted message digest (S);
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(c) code means for deriving a watermark from the encrypted

message digest (S) via a transforming a portion of the message digest (S) as

frequency domain into a physical domain before resulting in a one-dimensional

watermark for incorporating into the source data; and

(d) code means for incorporating the one dimensional watermark

into the source data.
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